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INTRODUCTION 

The Alliance for Gambling Reform is a collaboration of organisations with a shared concern about                         
the harmful aspects of gambling and its normalisation in Australian culture. We campaign for reforms                         
of the gambling industry that reduce the harm it causes – particularly to local communities.  

It’s been an extraordinary start to 2020, with first a summer of unprecedented bushfires and now the                                 
staggering impact of the coronavirus pandemic affecting communities. This has brought about the                         
closure of gambling venues across the country as a prudent containment measure for COVID-19, but                             
also resulted in a subsequent spike in and promotion of both legal and illegal online gambling                               
products in Australia. 

The Alliance is deeply concerned about the rise in online gambling products being promoted to people                               
during this time of crisis. We know the community will be experiencing heightened levels of anxiety,                               
increased physical and mental ill-health, instability and financial stress. We also know that people who                             
are (necessarily) socially isolated are more vulnerable to gambling harm. Communities are in great                           
need of protection from gambling harm at present. At the same time, the disruptive nature of these                                 
events means that we have an opportunity to reassess the pervasive and harmful presence of                             
gambling in our society and the influence the industry has come to wield.  

We know much more today about poker machines compared to when they were first introduced in                               
Victoria some 29 years ago. We now understand the deliberately deceptive, addictive and misleading                           
programming of poker machines and the devastating impact that this causes on hundreds of                           
thousands of Australians and on our local communities.  

The Alliance recognises gambling addiction as a public health issue, with no acceptable level of harm                               
from poker machines. We pursue policy changes that prevent and reduce the harm that flows from                               
poker machine gambling, including; 

● changes to the licensing regulations for poker machines that enable communities to have a say 
over the location of machines in their community;  

● elimination of machine design features that increase the likelihood of addiction such as losses 
disguised as wins and near misses; and  

● $1 maximum bet and maximum hourly loss rate of $120 per hour. 

These policies mark the beginning of a continuous process of preventing harm from poker machines,                             
not the end.  

The Alliance is seeking $5,000 from Campaspe Shire Council. In requesting these funds, we invite                             
Council to commence a partnership with the Alliance as part of the strong group of Leadership                               
Councils. In 2019/20, 23 councils (Banyule, Brimbank, Darebin, Frankston, Glen Eira, Greater                       
Dandenong, Hobsons Bay, Hume, Kingston, Knox, Maribyrnong, Maroondah, Melbourne, Mitchell                   
Shire, Monash, Moonee Valley, Moreland, Mornington Peninsula, Noosa, Whitehorse, Whittlesea,                   
Wyndham and Yarra) made financial contributions to the Alliance as Leadership Councils.  

These funds enabled the Alliance to offer individual support to councils for activities to prevent harm                               
from gambling and allowed us to continue our ground-breaking work pressuring big corporate actors                           
like Woolworths to get out of the pokies business, raising awareness of the harmful effects of sports                                 
gambling advertising - especially on children - and furthering our campaign for meaningful regulatory                           
reform. 
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The Alliance is especially keen to commence a partnership with Campaspe Shire Council because of                             
the relatively high number of pokies per resident your community suffers (7.1 machines per 1000                             
adults versus the statewide average of 5). Campaspe Shire has too many machines and the impact of                                 
these machines on your local residents is substantial. Your residents deserve higher levels of                           
protection which we aim to assist you to achieve. We have seen that poker machine operators                               
cynically seek to concentrate machines in vulnerable communities and our collaborative efforts will be                           
required to address this imbalance. 

INFORMATION – CONTACTS 

Contact 1  Contact 2 

Website  www.pokiesplayyou.org.au  www.pokiesplayyou.org.au 

ALLIANCE FOR GAMBLING REFORM INFORMATION 

Name of Organisation/Group  Alliance for Gambling Reform 

Is your Organisation/Group known by 
another name  

No 

Australian Business Number (ABN)  14 829 021 950 

Postal Address  Suite G06, Ground Floor, 60 Leicester St Carlton VIC 

Incorporation Registration Number   266E 

Type of organisation   Incorporated association 

Registered for GST  Yes 

Are you a charity  Yes 

Charity type  Health Promotion Charity 

Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR) ?  Yes 

Do you have any Tax Concessions?  N/A 

Public Liability Insurance  Insurer: Chubb 
Policy number:  01EL543968 
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SECTION 1 : PROJECT SUMMARY  

History of the Alliance 

Since the introduction of poker machines, individuals and organisations have been advocating                       
for measures to reduce harm. Occasionally, advocacy efforts have led to improvements such                         
as the removal of ATMs from gambling venues. However, the power of the gambling industry                             
is such that operators quickly mitigate against harm minimisation efforts and find new ways                           
to exploit their harmful and dangerous products. 

Prior to the creation of the Alliance, advocacy efforts were often ad-hoc and uncoordinated.                           
Advocates sometimes supported conflicting strategies and had different reform asks. The                     
gambling industry benefited from this lack of coordination with a slick and unified publicity                           
and lobbying machine to ensure that they achieved outcomes which maximized profits whilst                         
doing little to protect Australians from harm. 

Following the failure of national reforms proposed by federal independent Andrew Wilkie, a                         
number of eminent Australians and longtime gambling reform advocates began                   
conversations with a view to creating a body that could run a successful campaign to counter                               
the power and influence of the gambling industry and see meaningful reform introduced to                           
protect Australians from poker machine harm. The Alliance grew from these conversations.                       
One of Australia’s foremost communications and marketing experts, the late Neil Lawrence,                       
was a key leader in this area and the ground-breaking documentary that he produced,                           
Ka-Ching, marked a critical turning point in our ability to reframe debate around poker                           
machines to focus on their dangerous, addictive and misleading features. 

With the financial backing of some generous private philanthropy, the Alliance was created to                           
forge a far more effective approach by driving collaboration across these different fronts. In                           
doing so, the Alliance is building a powerful base of supporters at the grassroots to propel                               
forward and re-frame the case for change so that it is more compelling and more likely to                                 
succeed than previous efforts. 

We are a national alliance but have a heavy focus on Victoria and local government is very                                 
much at our core. Indeed the Alliance was formed shortly after the successful Enough Pokies                             
campaign which Victorian councils formed in the lead up to the 2014 state election. Other                             
organisations involved in the Alliance include the Salvation Army, the MAV, the VLGA and the                             
Gambling Impact Society. 

 
 
Summary of Alliance activity  

The Alliance is advocating for reforms to the gambling industry to reduce the harms it causes. 
Our focus is on poker machines but we also advocate for changes to sports and online 
gambling which would also reduce harm.  
 
We are confident that our campaign can win because we have a strong strategy:  
 

1. If we re-frame poker machine gambling from an individual responsibility to a public                         
health issue industry and governments have responsibility for, then we will reduce                       
shame and stigma, and increase pressure on governments to act  

2. If we build a national supporter base of individuals, ‘Champions of Change’ who’ve                         
experienced gambling harm, Leadership Councils and community organisations that                 
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share our commitment to preventing gambling harm, then we will increase our                       
organisational power to influence effective policy outcomes 

3. If we reduce the credibility and influence of the gambling industry and contrast                         
with positive examples of gambling-free or pro-reform clubs, then we will limit the                         
power of industry to influence perverse policy outcomes  

4. If we advocate to decision makers, centering those with lived experience, then we                         
will be more effective at achieving systemic policy reform  

The past twelve months has seen continued achievements for the Alliance in terms of media 
profile and movement building. Notably, the Alliance has maintained pressure on big 
corporate actors to get out of the harmful business of gambling, with Woolworths announcing 
their intention to divest from pokies. The Alliance has run a strong campaign targeting 
Woolworths and their unconscionable conduct. In November 2017 Alliance Director, Dr. Susan 
Rennie, ran for the Woolworths Board where she gave a powerful speech. This builds on the 
achievement of passing ‘peak pokies’ for the AFL and AFL clubs, with over 50% of clubs exiting 
or announcing their plans to get out of the poker machine business.  

In addition, the Alliance has assisted community members and councils to actively participate 
in VCGLR licensing applications which has reduced the 90% plus success rate which poker 
machine operators used to achieve at the Commission with their applications. 

Finally, the Alliance Champions for Change program is going from strength to strength. The                           
program empowers people with experience of gambling harm to participate in reform                       
advocacy in ways that are meaningful to them. The program is an innovative, impactful and                             
essential part of the Alliance campaign for gambling reform.  

The Alliance is keen to develop a partnership with Campaspe Shire Council. The shire                           
unfortunately still has a high number of machines per person when compared to the state                             
average, and your community deserves higher levels of protection. 

 
 
SECTION 2 : OUR GRANT PROPOSAL 
Campaign Name 

The Alliance for Gambling Reform 

 
How much funding is the Alliance requesting from Council? 

$5,000  

 
 
How will Campaspe Shire Council benefit from this campaign? 

The greatest benefit for Campaspe Shire Council of this campaign comes from working in                           
concert with the Alliance, 23 other local councils and our partner organisations to advocate for                             
state and national legislative reforms. 
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The legislative changes advocated by Campaspe Shire Council and the Alliance will reduce                         
gambling harm and disadvantage far more than is possible by councils working in isolation                           
from each other.  

In addition to the benefits of working in collaboration, becoming a financial partner entitles                           
Council to:  

1. Opportunities to work directly with a member of the Alliance’s politics and media strategy                             
team at a grass roots level to ensure that local messaging is crafted in a way that amplifies,                                   
and is amplified, by the broader Alliance campaign. 

2. Opportunities for Alliance spokespeople such as Chief Advocate the Rev. Tim Costello, Dr                           
Susan Rennie and Champions for Change lived experience advocates to comment and                       
support local media coverage of gambling issues in Campaspe Shire. 

3. Media and strategic support for any matters relating to poker machine licencing and                           
planning and Council advocacy.  

4. Enhanced ability to develop and deliver effectively on local gambling policy, with a particular                             
focus on advocacy, community consultation, support and education. 

5. Promotion of Campaspe Shire Council gambling related events to Alliance supporters, such                         
as consultation forums, festivals and community events, educational events or Ka-Ching!                     
screenings. 

6. Your residents and ratepayers will understand the relevance and timeliness of this issue                           
and see their Council as a leader in this field. 

 
SPECIFIC PROJECT / CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 2020/21 

Below are some of the activities which we are looking to deliver over the next year. 

A. SPORTS AND ONLINE GAMBLING CAMPAIGN: We will roll out a campaign to call for the 
huge and growing losses and normalisation of gambling to be reigned in through 
evidence-backed harm reduction methods. These include: extending the ban on 
gambling ads to further reduce harm especially to children, furthering the harm 
reduction methods set out in the National Framework and making sure it’s properly 
implemented. Like the awareness-raising campaign we ran during the Federal election, 
there will be exciting opportunities for councils to advocate on these issues and raise 
community awareness of harm and necessary reform as desired. In the new 
environment created by COVID-19 there is potential for gambling harm to shift online 
and we will need to work vigilantly to protect our communities from this threat in a 
time of increased isolation and vulnerability. 

B. REFRAMING THE DEBATE: The shift across the nation from states marking ‘Responsible 
Gambling Week’ to ‘Gambling Harm Awareness Week’ is a huge win and sign that the 
debate is changing to focus on the addictive nature of gambling rather than using the 
industry’s self-serving messaging of ‘responsible gambling’. It’s important to keep using 
a public health lens whenever we talk about gambling harm so we support ongoing 
efforts to get industry to curb harm from its products, encourage decision-makers to 
take responsibility for protecting communities and lift the burden of stigma and shame 
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off individuals. Core to this is involving people with lived experience in our 
campaigning through the Champions for Change program. 

C. VICTORIAN STATE REFORMS: Following on from the high-impact work that councils did 
in raising awareness of the need to curb gambling harm during the Victorian state 
election, there are opportunities for real reform. The Victorian Government has 
recently released the reformed venue Code of Conduct for gaming licence holders 
which takes some positive steps to curbing harm from gambling but unfortunately 
doesn’t go as far as it should. The Alliance and partner organisations continue to 
pursue our state reform asks, including extinguishment of unused EGM licences, 
banning harmful machine features like losses disguised as wins, reducing opening 
hours and introducing maximum $1 bets. It’s the ideal time for councils to be engaging 
with your local MPs on these issues to find out if they are going to be a champion for 
real reform in this term of parliament, and we can provide support to do this 
effectively. 

D. WORKING WITH LOCAL SPORTING CLUBS TO REDUCE THEIR GAMBLING DEPENDENCE: 
Increasingly, local council policies are tackling the unhealthy relationships between the 
gambling industry and local clubs. We will be working with Leadership Councils and 
sporting clubs to take advantage of opportunities to reduce their dependence on poker 
machine revenue or other gambling sponsorship, including championing the success 
of safe and inclusive clubs that have made the decision to be free from gambling harm. 

E. LIVED EXPERIENCE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT ADVOCATES: Work with councils and 
Champions for Change to build relationships with politicians to secure policy wins, 
especially around extinguishment of unused licenses and establish a group of MPs 
prepared to advocate for reform in this term of parliament. 

 
 
Role for Campaspe Shire Council residents 

The Alliance will continue to work with Campaspe Shire Council to tailor the communications                           
strategy and materials to suit residents so that they can: 

● Learn more about the need for legislative reform to minimise gambling harm 
● Share educational materials with their friends, family, neighbours and peers  
● Get involved in advocacy for reform of the industry through social media, email or                           

volunteer events in the council area 
● Participate in community engagement activities organised by the council that have                     

been designed to align with Council policy and Alliance goals 

 

Role for Campaspe Shire Council   

Cooperation at this level of advocacy is most effective when councils and the Alliance work                             
together to develop and deliver materials and activities.  

● Campaspe Shire communications team sharing relevant community demographic and                 
communications research specific to the shire so that Alliance staff can tailor                       
communications plans and materials to suit 

● Use of Alliance communications materials in Campaspe Shire 
● Promotion of relevant Alliance community engagement actions to residents and                   

community groups in Campaspe Shire 
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● Campaspe Shire Council community development team working with Alliance staff and                     
board members when developing community development activities  

● Campaspe Shire Council advocacy team coordinating with Alliance staff and board on                       
activities such as government submissions and meetings with Ministers 

 
Credentials of AGR staff and board 

The Board of the Alliance is made up of individuals who bring expertise, networks, and                             
organisation and other skills required by the Alliance.  
Members of the Board are;  

Dr Susan Rennie, Chair 
Dr Mark Zirnsak, Deputy Chair 
Tom Cummings 
Elizabeth O’Shea 
Ethan Taylor 
Anna Kennett 
David Crosbie 
Sharon Dickson 
David Beguely 
Jan Black, Municipal Association of Victorian (MAV), is an adviser to the Board 
 

The Alliance has a number of employees who assist the Board and supporter organisations                           
with Alliance activities and campaigns:  

Tony Mohr, Executive Director  
Margaret Quixley, Campaigns Director 
Ashley Sutherland, Victorian Campaigner 
Rebecca Thorpe, Communications Advisor 
Kate de Costa, NSW Campaigns Coordinator 

 Council Gambling Harm Advisor  
 Council Gambling Harm Support Worker 

Pepi Belfort, Champions for Change National Coordinator 
Anna Bardsley, Champions for Change Victorian Coordinator 
Isadora Poole, Digital Campaigner 
The Rev. Tim Costello, Chief Advocate 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AUTHORITIES & DECLARATIONS  
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I certify to the best of my knowledge, that the information provided in this submission is correct and                                   
discloses a full and accurate statement of the Alliance for Gambling Reform’s details and proposal and                               
agree to meet accountability set by Council. 
 
Authorised person’s name  Tony Mohr 

Signature of authorised person   

 

 

Position held  Executive Director 

Date   06/04/2020 
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Strategic & Master Plan 
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75 Lake Road, Kyabram Victoria 3620 
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Introduction 
 
Kyabram Fauna Park (KFP) has been a much-loved community asset for over 40 years. The Park was established 
in 1976 and grew to become the second largest collection of Australian fauna in Victoria. More than 600 native 
animals call the Park’s 55 hectares of expansive parkland home. KFP has been actively involved in conservation 
programs with Australian and international partners since 1979 with a focus on threatened and vulnerable 
species.  
 
The Park is an important regional attraction, providing visitors the opportunity to experience nature, while 
learning about birds and animals native to Australia. It provides environmental, economic and social benefits for 
the region. However in recent years, the viability of the Kyabram Fauna Park has been threatened by a range of 
operational issues, resulting in a decline in visitation and profitability.  
 
Following the resignation of the previous Committee of Management (COM) in 2018, Campaspe Shire Council 
and Werribee Zoo committed to assisting Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) to 
maintain the operation of the park and ensure appropriate governance practices are in place. An interim COM 
was formed in June 2018 to oversee operations, introduce planning and governance frameworks and to attract 
investment. Park General Manager, Lachlan Gordon, was appointed to manage the park and oversee day-to-day 
operations, commencing in March 2019.  

Campaspe Shire Council and DELWP are committed to the long-term sustainability of Kyabram Fauna Park. The 
COM and Park General Manager have been working towards reinvigorating the park and has set a clear vision 
for the future. They have undertaken a comprehensive planning process to build the framework to support the 
business transformation process. Campaspe Shire Council was successful in securing a Regional Development 
Victoria (RDV) grant to develop a strategic development plan (site Master plan and business planning) to inform 
future business and development opportunities for the Park. Extensive community consultation has been 
undertaken to secure support for the Park's vision.   
 
This plan outlines the strategic, business and marketing plan to achieve the Kyabram Fauna Park's vision over the 
next 5 years. This plan will  be used in conjunction with the Wetlands and Park Master plans to guide the Park 
into the future.  
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The Business 

Registration details 
Business name: Kyabram Fauna Park Inc. 

Trading name: Kyabram Fauna Park 

Date registered: 01 May 2000 

Business structure: Kyabram Fauna Park is operated by a Committee of Management appointed under the Crown 
Lands Reserve Act. 

ABN: 17 952 842 905 

GST: Registered from 01 July 2000 

Licences & permits: Wildlife Displayer License - No. 14699934 

Business details 
Business location: Kyabram Fauna Park is located on 55 hectares at 75 Lake Road, Kyabram, approximately one 
kilometre from the centre of town. The Park borders residential properties to the north. 

John Pilley Reserve is located outside the entry of the Park and includes a fenced playground and all-abilities 
swing, toilets, BBQ and picnic shelter and an RV dump point.  
 
Kyabram, the Shire of Campaspe's second largest town, is situated between the towns 
of Echuca and Shepparton and is close to the Murray River, Goulburn River, Campaspe River and Waranga Basin. 
 
Business premises: The total 55ha site occurs on both Campaspe Shire Council and Crown land. Approximately 
two thirds of the site exists as artificially created wetlands that functions as a storm water runoff basin attracting 
a diverse range of waterfowl and other wetland species. The remaining third houses the wildlife park proper with 
a range of facilities including a cafe and souvenir shop, education centre, reptile house, historic Hazelman’s 
Cottage and native animal exhibits. 

Insurance 
Liability insurance 
Insurer: ASR Underwriting Agencies Pty Ltd 
Policy number: AT131666V2990N  
Period of cover: 30/6/2019 - 30/6/2020 
Public liability: $10,000,000 
Pollution liability: $10,000,000 
Product liability: $10,000,000 
 

Business insurance 
Insurer: Allianz Australia Insurance Limited 
Policy number: 134A020636COM 
Period of cover: 30/6/2019 - 30/6/2020 
Property damage sum insured: Building 
($4,709,750), Contents ($458,953) 
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8 

Operations 
Animal management 
An Animal Management Review was undertaken in August 2018. An independent zoo industry appraisal of KFP 
animal management operations identified several opportunities to update current practices in order to support 
animal keeping staff and provided recommendations to inform future development initiatives for Kyabram Fauna 
Park.  The review covered: 

• Daily operations, communications and record keeping
• Standard operational procedures and protocols/occupational health and safety
• Collection planning and animal management
• Infrastructure: exhibits, enclosures, facilities, and other assets
• Vacant exhibits
• Visitor demographics
• Pest species management/perimeter predator exclusion fence

The report also included a specialised review of animal husbandry practices and welfare standards for the 
mammal and invertebrate collections. The recommendations from the review have been incorporated into the 
business and master planning process. 

The General Manager has developed Animal Collection Plan projections based on the report recommendations 
to guide animal aquisition and exhibit investment priorities (Appendix A). 

Human resources 
The COM appointed the new Park General Manager in March 2019. An assessment of the staffing levels and 
structure were deemed to be inadequate to meet current workload requirements. Additional Keepers have been 
employed and daily tasks adjusted to support staff and ensure animal management standards are maintained. A 
Senior Wildlife Keeper will be employed to assist the General Manager to develop enhanced animal management 
procedures and deliver staff training.  

A Customer Engagement Officer has been added to the organisational structure, to focus on business 
development, with an initial focus on growing the schools program and memberships. The role will also include 
front entrance ticketing and enquiries. Funding has been secured from the Department of Environment, Land, 
Water and Planning to employ a part-time Education Officer to deliver the schools program over the next two 
years.  

The current volunteering arrangements are ad hoc. The volunteer program will be formalised to ensure the 
community can continue their support for and involvement in the Park.  

Situation analysis 
In recent years, the viability of the Kyabram Fauna Park has been threatened by a range of governance and 
staffing issues and challenging environmental conditions, resulting in a decline in visitation and profitability.  

Key issues: 

• Weak financial position: Falling visitation, limited revenue opportunities and increasing operating costs are
undermining the financial viability of the business and restricting the Park's ability to invest in staff, visitor
experience, animal management programs and infrastructure upgrades.  A stronger financial position is
needed in order to attract external capital investment and realise the full potential of the park.

• Significant maintenance and site upgrades needed: The Park has reached a stage where it requires significant 
upgrades and investment in the grounds, exhibits, infrastructure and public amenities in order to bring it up
to a contemporary standard and deliver a high quality visitor experience. Ongoing upgrades are required to
comply with Government regulations and to ensure visitor and staff safety.
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In order to become financially independent, the Park needs to increase profitability in order to operate without 
the reliance of grants and donations.  
 
Financial objectives 

• Implement a financial administration and reporting system to ensure responsible fiscal management. 
• Increase profitability via sales income, reducing reliance on grants to subsidise operations. 
• Reduce operating costs through seeking efficiencies and containing wage costs as the business grows. 
• Diversify revenue streams to reduce reliance on general admission income and increase spend per 

visitor. 
• Update commercial arrangements with cafe/souvenir shop to provide the Park with new revenue 

streams. 
• Seek capital funding to implement Master plan projects.  

Revenue opportunities 
Whilst the Park is non-profit, it needs to generate adequate income to cover operational costs and surplus to 
invest back into the Park and conservation programs. In order to improve the Park's financial position, the 
immediate focus should be on increasing revenue via sales income using existing Park infrastructure and staffing 
resources. Containing costs while delivering short-term growth will require careful planning and management.  
 
In order to reduce the reliance on external funding bodies, additional sales revenue of $211,000 beyond the 
forecast increases for 2020, is needed in order to cover current operational costs. Current sales income is 
generated primarily by general admission tickets. To deliver increased profitability, the Park needs to attract 
higher levels of visitation, in conjunction with increasing sales per visitor through offering value-added services.  
 
To assess the revenue opportunities with the strongest revenue potential, financial scenarios have been 
developed based on different growth rates and stated assumptions for the priority revenue opportunities. 
Piloting of the proposed activities will be needed in order to test the market and enable refinements that will 
deliver maximum revenue growth in the longer term. 
 
The Park took over management of the gift shop and cafe in September 2019. A scaled back food and beverage 
offer, along with changes to the products stocked in the gift shop, is already providing positive financial returns 
for the Park.    
 
Priority revenue opportunities 

• General admissions - grow day admission revenue via marketing and quarterly events  
• Memberships - increased renewal rate, target lapsed members and grow new memberships 
• School group bookings - revise pricing structure and attract more school bookings 
• Animal encounters/tours - develop paid animal encounters and tours.  
• Souvenir sales - product sales revenue via gift shop  
• Cafe sales - food and drink sales via revamped café 
• School holiday fun days – hold one each school holidays 

 
Secondary revenue opportunities 

• Venue hire - utilise Environmental Resource Centre for private hire.  
• Non-school group bookings - promote revised group packages 
• Birthday parties - Use existing keeper staff to deliver parties. Value add through animal interactions.  
• Animal adoption program - Reintroduce program. Potential for value-add for memberships and gifts. 

Support conservation efforts for threatened species.  
• Mobile keeper visits - opportunity to offer animal interactions/keeper talks for private hire. 
• Twilight opening hours during summer - attract GA visitors or develop evening product. 
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The Market 

Market analysis 
Market position: Kyabram Fauna Park has the potential to become a must-see attraction in the Murray region. 
As the only native wildlife park in the region, it is uniquely positioned to tap into the large population base in 
Northern Victoria, the local education sector and the tourism market visiting the Murray region, and add to the 
growing mix of family-friendly attractions in Campaspe Shire.   

Unique selling position: The Park is positioning itself as providing visitors the opportunity to get "Closer to 
nature." The Parks' unique selling points include its current position as the only native wildlife park in the region, 
its large native animal collection, natural bushland setting, expansive wetlands, affordable pricing, free daily 
animal interactions and ease of access (no traffic and ample parking).   

Figure 2: KFP Brand Pyramid 

Brand Essence
Closer to nature

Brand Personality
Fun, friendly, down-to-earth, 
passionate, knowledgeable, 

caring

Key brand messages
Get up closer to nature than ever before

‘Unzoo’ – wildlife in nature

Strategic Pillars
Welfare, Conservation, Sustainability, Experience

Experiences
Natural bushland setting
Free roaming animals

Wetlands and migratory birds
Keeper presentations and animal interactions
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Anticipated demand: There is an opportunity to encourage new and repeat visitation amongst locals, school 
groups and the tourism market through ongoing investment in infrastructure, exhibits and events. Annual 
memberships are strongest amongst the local market and there is scope to tap into the Visiting Friends and 
Relatives market (VFR) through this program.  

Growth potential: Annual visitation to the Park has been in decline over the past 5 years, in contrast to the 
domestic and international tourism market in the Murray region, which has experienced growth. There is strong 
potential to increase domestic visitation through targeted strategies to attract repeat and new visitors to the 
Park.  

Pricing strategy: The current pricing strategy is based on offering an affordable daily entry fee to encourage 
couples, families and groups to visit the park. Daily animal interactions are offered free of charge to add value to 
the day experience, however there will be a focus on increasing the spend per visitor to the Park through offering 
a range of value-add experiences and retail opportunities. There is currently no charge for special event days.   

Competitor analysis 

Competitors: KFP is operating in a competitive and crowded marketplace. Whilst it is the only wildlife park in the 
Murray region, there are 5 zoos located within a 3-hour radius. Further, it is competing to attract tourism 
expenditure with other attractions in the region.  

The strongest competition in the wildlife and zoos sector comes from Zoos Victoria. They have strong brand 
awareness, are well resourced and have undertaken significant capital expenditure over the past 10 years. Across 
their three sites (Melbourne Zoo, Werribee Open Plains Zoo and Healesville Sanctuary) they have a large variety 
of native and exotic species, a wide variety of experiences and events on offer and a strong retail offering.   

Within the local area, the strongest competition comes from other local attractions. For example, several new 
family friendly attractions, such as science-based TwistED, indoor trampoline park Gravity Shack and The 
Strawberry Pick, have opened in nearby Echuca over the past few years and established businesses in the region 
such as Murray River Paddlesteamers and Billabong Ranch continue to invest in developing their product to 
attract new customers.    
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Market research 
There is limited customer data available to inform the target markets for Kyabram Fauna Park. The Park does not have a 
point of sale (POS) system, with tickets available to purchase over the counter via a cash register. The Park's current 
understanding of visitors to the park is based on observation and anecdotes from staff.  
 
A hard-copy customer survey was introduced in April 2018 which captures basic customer information to gain  
further insights. 46 surveys had been completed at the time of analysis.  
 
Key survey findings: 

• When asked how visitors find out about Kyabram Fauna Park, Word of Mouth was the most popular information 
source (32%) followed by Social Media (15%) and Membership (15%). 

• The majority of visitors rated their experience with cafe and keeper staff as Excellent (71%) or Good (26%). 
• Visitors were generally satisfied with their experience with the animal encounters, with 47% rating Excellent and 

31% rating Good, however there were three visitors were dissatisfied, providing a rating of Average or Poor. 
• The Reptile and Koala encounters were the most popular, with the parrot feeding encounter the least popular.   
• The most popular time to enter the Park was between 10am - 1pm. Few people entered the park after 2pm. 
• On average, most visitors spent between 1.5 hours to 3 hours at the Park.  
• More than half of visitors brought children to the park with the average travel party size 4 people.  

Questionnaire and full survey results - Appendix C and D. 

Target markets 
Based on a market and competitor analysis, the following priority target markets have been identified for KFP. 
 
Priority target markets: 

 
     

 
 
A Customer Value Proposition Canvas has been developed for each target market  - Appendix E 

Local  young families

•Live within 120km of KFP
•Large population base in 

nearby population centres
•Potential for repeat 

visitation
•Access the VFR market

Domestic visitors (in-region) 

•Close to popular tourist 
destinations
•Potential to attract grey 

nomads and families already 
visiting the area
•Partner with Echuca Moama 

Tourism

School groups

•Aligns to education strategic 
priority
•Large number of schools 

within 90-minute radius
•Attract mid-week and 

repeat visitation

KFP Members

•Renewals of existing and 
lapsed members.
•Attract new members.
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Marketing plan dependencies 
With a small marketing budget and limited resources, it is extremely important that KFP is able to leverage cost effective 
marketing channels and maximise return on investment for marketing activities. In order to execute the marketing plan for 
maximum impact and growth, several marketing dependencies have been identified:   

• Point of Sale (POS) System
The current sales transaction system (cash register and daily reconciliation) for KFP is inadequate. The manual cash 
handling and data entry process is time consuming, is subject to error and limits the amount of data available to
inform operating decisions and assess the effectiveness of marketing programs. A POS system is fundamental to
the management of the Park and should be a implemented as a priority.

• Website upgrade (with online ticketing)
A new website is a high priority for the Park. The website is the online shopfront and provides many visitors with
their first impression of KFP. The current website is dated, has limited functionality and is likely to be unappealing
for target markets. Further, the website platform is no longer supported and content updates must be made by a
third party provider.

E-commerce functionality for selling tickets (general admission, encounters and events) on the new website is
essential. Visitors expect to be able to purchase tickets online and facilitating this sales channel will allow for
detailed customer reporting, reduce administration, assist with resource planning and provide a clear call to action
and sales conversion tool for marketing activities.

• Customer database
A customer database is a key sales and marketing tool which provides a cost effective communication channel
direct to a captive audience. Linking the database to the POS and website will ensure comprehensive data can be
captured. A key function of the database would be to manage member communication, renewals and promote
events.

• Marketing staff resources
With limited staff resources, KFP works closely with the Program Manager Communications - Loddon Mallee,
DELWP to deliver its marketing program, in particular its PR and social media activities. With the recent
appointment of a Customer Engagement Officer, it will be important to confirm DEWLP's commitment to resource
ongoing marketing support and clearly outline responsibilities and commitments with regards to the delivery of
the Marketing Plan.

Marketing plan objectives and strategies 

Marketing objectives 
1. Build awareness - Build awareness amongst target markets to encourage new and repeat visitation to KFP.
2. Increase revenue - Grow revenue in order to generate profit to reinvest into the Park.
3. Create loyalty - Create a loyal customer base to encourage positive word-of-mouth and repeat visitation.

Marketing strategies 
1. Build awareness

• Redevelop website - Update the KFP website to appeal to the target markets and reflect the KFP visitor
experience and brand. Update images and copy, add group/school information packs and ensure website is
search engine optimised. Include merchant facility for online ticket bookings. Update affiliate websites with
new website information and link.

• Public relations (PR) - Leverage local PR contacts to continue to promote positive news about the Park.
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• Social media - Build on current social media strategy to create engaging and interesting posts. Include
sponsored posts to target specific markets or promote events. Use competitions to boost sharing and
engagement. Include tourism # to promote content via other tourism organisations such as Murray Regional
Tourism , Visit Victoria and Tourism Australia.

• Targeted print advertising - Select tourist publications and local newspapers that align with target markets.
• Marketing collateral - Ensure advertising and collateral is professionally designed, uses high quality images

and is consistent with the KFP brand.
• Industry networking - Undertake industry briefing/famil with Visitor Information Centre (VIC) staff and local

tourism operators. Attend industry networking events. Encourage links to KFP on affiliate websites.

2. Increase Park revenue
• Develop online ticketing system - Facilitate online sales and become the call-to-action for advertising (online

+ offline) for sales conversion. 
• Expand product/experience offer beyond gate admission - Develop value-add experiences (encounters, tours,

keeper for a day, twilight entry) to increase product available for general admission and group visitors.
• Attract school group bookings - Direct marketing to schools. Develop sales pack and return student offer.
• Develop packages with other businesses - Package with tourism operators to strengthen market position.
• Increase repeat visitation - Develop programs and offers targeted at repeat visitors.
• Develop annual events calendar - Events are a catalyst for first-time visitors and repeat visitors and a proven

revenue earner for the Park. 
• Corporate and local sponsorship - Update sponsorship program value proposition to attract increased

sponsorship income. 
• Leverage existing facilities for new revenue opportunities - Functions, venue hire and birthday parties.
• Re-introduce animal adoption program - Update value proposition to increase program revenue opportunity

via animal adoptions. 

3. Create loyalty
• Update membership program - Re-brand and re-vamp the membership program value proposition to attract

new and renewed memberships.
• Develop a customer database and email communication strategy - Promote news, upcoming events and

offers. Develop dedicated member communication. 
• Manage online reputation - Actively manage online reviews and encourage positive feedback to be shared

online.  

The Marketing Action Plan is in Appendix F. 
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The Future 

5 year Business Strategic Plan 
The COM has defined the strategic framework to guide decisions relating to the future direction of the Park over the 
next five years.   

Vision statement 
To be northern Victoria’s premier wildlife attraction. 

Purpose 
To provide meaningful and memorable visitor experiences, that educate and inspire action to protect wildlife and its 
habitat.  

Strategic pillars 
Welfare - The welfare and wellbeing of our wildlife is paramount  
Conservation - We are committed to contributing to wildlife and habitat conservation  
Sustainability - Business sustainability will ensure we deliver ongoing benefits to the community and environment 
Experience - Interactions with our wildlife and environment will make visitors feel part of nature  

Strategic priorities 
Welfare 
1. Accreditation  - To be recognised as a facility that has animal welfare and wellbeing at the forefront of the business.
Gaining Zoo and Aquarium Association (ZAA) accreditation will validate our standards, provide improved access to 
animal data and animal exchange programs and is essential to gaining the support of the industry. 
2. Enrichment - Environmental enrichment is a foundation of good animal welfare. Our animal enrichment program
will be an integral part of caring for our wildlife and will be on show for our visitors. 
3. Training and conditioning - Training and conditioning programs will become part of daily operations. These
programs will assist in the delivery of daily presentations + encounters, as well as aid keepers in their day-to-day 
operations.  

Conservation 
1. Education - Teach visitors about the wildlife + environment at KFP through education messaging delivered onsite,
online and through our schools program 
2. Endangered species conservation - KFP will contribute to the efforts to conserve  endangered species (fauna + flora).
3. Research - Support conservation-based research programs within KFP that align to our business values.
4. Conservation funding - Establish a conservation funding program to deliver conservation outcomes within KFP +
support external organisations to deliver local programs.  

Sustainability 
1. Business performance - Run a profitable business to support ongoing investment into the Park and conservation
programs. 
2. Environment - Reduce the environmental impact of the business and become recognised for our environmentally
friendly business practices. 
3. Workforce - Support a skilled, effective and motivated  workforce of staff and volunteers.

Experience 
1. Visitor engagement - Achieve a high level of visitor engagement through expansion of the animal collection,
improved design of the built environment, immersive natural landscapes + interaction with staff + wildlife. 
2. Experience development - Enrich the visitor experience through the delivery of a range of up-close animal
interactions and ongoing investment in experience development through encounters, tours and events. 
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Master plan overview 
Kyabram Fauna Park is over 40 years old and due to the need for significant park infrastructure upgrades, along with issues 
relating to drainage and water retention in the wetlands, Campaspe Shire initiated the development of a Wetlands and Park 
Master plan for the site. This investment in planning signalled their commitment to support the Park's ongoing operations 
and is an opportunity to reinvigorate the park in order to continue to drive positive outcomes for the local community, 
economy and environment in Kyabram and will set the development priorities for the next 20 years.  

Two Master plans have being developed for the site: 
• Wetlands Master Plan - Spiire consultants were engaged to develop a Wetlands Master plan to upgrade the

drainage system design and develop the wetlands as an active space for the community, environment and visitors. 
The wetlands acts as the town drainage system, capturing stormwater runoff to prevent flooding.  

Campaspe Shire has committed funds to deliver the drainage recommendations of the Wetlands Master plan. A 
preliminary wetlands plan design has been completed, with work continuing on the detailed design and landscape 
plan.  

• Kyabram Fauna Park Master plan - Jon Coe Design Pty Ltd was appointed to develop the Park Master plan. The
plan identifies opportunities to re-develop the wildlife park site, expand underutilised areas, leverage existing
assets, improve the visitor experience and address animal management issues. A set of guiding principles were
developed in conjunction with the COM to inform the design. Included in the plan are recommendations for core
infrastructure and utilities upgrades to the existing site, as well as proposed new developments. The Park design
is being developed in close collaboration with the Wetlands Master plan.

Kyabram Fauna Park Master plan 
A summary of the key projects and recommendations is outlined below. Refer to 'Draft Kyabram Fauna Park Physical Master 
plan' for full project details. 

Park Landscape Zones 
The Master plan divides the Park into unique landscape zones, each with their own look and feel to give visitors an engaging 
experience. Each zone will include new exhibits and species, including non-native species.  

1. Green Garden Zone
The green garden zone includes changes to parking, entry and the café so visitors feel welcome and get a sense of the
exciting experience they are about to have. This zone includes a function lawn, semi-free ranging animals and lots of
family activities including nature play and water play areas.

Proposed developments:
• Expanded parking in John Pulley Reserve
• New entry and drop-off plaza with new ticketing booth
• Cafe and gift shop upgrade
• Construction of a toilet block inside the entry
• New exhibits of active non-native animals
• Green garden area with partly shaded function lawn
• Nature-themed water play and nature discovery play area
• Refurbished Education Centre with new accessible entry ramp and updated exhibits
• School group picnic area
• New administration office in the original park building
• Restore Bird Lake
• Expansion of the Koala photo encounter area and upgrade koala enclosure

2. Grey Garden Zone
The grey garden zone will have drought resistant native trees and encompass the Park’s existing heritage area, which
will be expanded to include a hay barn play area and farm animals. Other new exhibits in this zone include a night
encounter pavilion, reptile encounter, bird encounter and raptor encounter.
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Proposed developments: 

• Expand the Heritage Outpost area to include orchard/vineyard, domestic animal breeds and hay barn farm 
play area 

• Develop Tasmanian Devil walk-through and pop-up display 
• 'Gold mine' tunnel under the wombat exhibit 
• Bird encounter through joining up and expanding existing aviaries 
• Refurbish and expand reptile house 
• Develop a night encounter pavilion for nocturnal immersion displays 
• A fire circle (mini amphitheatre) for small group wildlife demonstrations 
• Raptor encounter area for bird-of-prey training and enrichment 
• Upgrade dingo habitat with walk-thru pedestrian mesh tunnel 

 
3. River Trail 

The river trail area contains flexible exhibits that can be used interchangeably for a range of animals. In this area, visitors 
will experience a meandering walk along boardwalks and other pathways with many interesting vistas of different 
landscapes. 
 
Proposed developments: 

• Four large flex exhibits for interchangeable displays. 
• Visitor pathways and boardwalks through the exhibits and over the river system.  
• River Lodge to provide close encounters and provide shade and shelter for visitors.  

 
4. Seasonal lake landscape and ecosystems 

Leveraging the wetlands is a key element of the Master plan design. This zone includes developing an event centre and 
restaurant on land reclaimed from the evaporation lagoon, which could be developed for a variety of Park events and 
private functions. The wetlands plan also provides for outdoor recreation opportunities.  

 
Proposed developments: 

• Lake View Event Centre and Restaurant 
• Southern Parkland Expansion 

 
5. North service zone 

The developments in this zone are intended to support park operations and are predominantly back-of-house. It is 
designed for staged construction and expansion as needed.  
 
Proposed developments: 

• Administration offices, animal health and wellness centre and staff facilities 
• Staff parking, electric cart parking/re-charging, food preparation, commissary, hay barn and materials storage 

area 
• Maintenance shop and storage facilities 
• Equipment repair, charging and storage  
• Horticulture, composting and recycling centre 
• Off exhibit breeding facilities 
• Animal quarantine area 
• Koala browse plantation 

 
6. South service zone 

This zone includes off-exhibit holding and exercise yards combined with browse plantation and city stormwater inlet 
pond.  
 

7. Safari camp 
A safari-style “tented camp” accommodation will be developed beside a billabong, along with overnight wildlife 
experiences. Initially, an area for self-contained campers has been proposed. 
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Master plan implementation  
 
Benefits of the Master plan 
The Master plan provides a clear vision to support KFP to achieve its strategic priorities over the next 20 years and has the 
potential to significantly improve the visitor experience, work environment and animal management practices at the Park. 
The 'unzoo' design, which creates an experience that immerses visitors in as close to a natural environment as possible, is 
sympathetic to the existing Park landscape, leverages and enhances current Park assets and the proposed developments 
expand upon the strengths of the Park.  
 
The design incorporates front-of-house visitor experience developments and enhancements, as well as back-of-house 
operational design elements to support staff and animal management processes. Once implemented, the Master plan has 
the potential to drive positive economic and social outcomes for the region. The cumulative impact of increased visitation 
and increased expenditure by visitors as a result of the implementation of the Master plan has the potential to drive a large 
increase in the economic contribution made by visitors to KFP to Kyabram and the surrounding region. The upgrades will 
also create a renewed sense of community pride in the Park.  
 
Challenges of Master plan 
A significant capital investment will be required to achieve the Master plan vision. The ability to self-fund capital 
improvements is limited due to the Park's current financial situation. The Master plan includes a large list of upgrades and 
proposed new developments, several of which will need to be thoroughly assessed in terms of their feasibility and potential 
return on investment (ROI). Accessing public funding to invest in the proposed operational upgrades with limited ROI may 
be difficult.  
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There are several elements of the Master plan which will impact on adjoining neighbours, current staff and the community. 
New developments on underutilised areas of the site, the future removal of the public playground, BBQ and toilet block 
from John Pilley Reserve and the proposed introduction of non-native animals, are potential areas of contention. Continuing 
to receive the support of the community and staff for the Park's vision will be critical to delivering the Master plan.     

Master plan implementation process 
In order to gain support for implementing the Master plan, the following business transformation phases have been 
developed:  

Phase 1 - Re-engage, Repair and Re-build (1-2 years) 
Phase 2 - Re-evaluate, Re-design and Redevelop (2-5 years) 
Phase 3 - Re-brand and Re-launch (5+ years) 

Phase 1 - Re-engage, Repair and Re-build (1-2 years) 
1. Re-engage with stakeholders:

• Staff
• Members
• Visitors
• Volunteers
• Community

2. Repair the damage:
• Refurbish and repair existing infrastructure
• Re-stock exhibits
• Rehabilitate the grounds

3. Re-build the business:
• Increase profitability to help fund Master plan projects
• Strengthen financial position to attract investment
• Test revenue generating opportunities
• Detailed planning for major capital projects (quantity survey, business case and feasibility work)

Phase 2 - Re-evaluate, Re-design and Redevelop (2-5 years) 
1. Re-evaluate business and development priorities

• Re-assess development priorities based on outcomes of phase 1
• Review COM management structure and assess the viability of a transition to a  skills-based COM or another

external entity to oversee Master plan developments.
• Review shared land ownership arrangements with view to streamlining governance arrangements.

2. Redevelop the park
• Seek external funding for Stage 1 Master plan projects.
• Undertake capital works to deliver Stage 1 projects.

3. Redesign the visitor experience
• Redesign visitor experience to reflect Stage 1 developments.

Phase 3 - Re-brand and Re-launch (5+ years) 
1. Re-brand the park to reflect new experience and product.

• Re-brand may include an updated name to reflect the new experience offer.

2. Re-launch the park
• Raise awareness of the changes to the park amongst industry and consumers.
• Concerted marketing investment to deliver ROI on capital investment.
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Master plan project prioritisation 
 
Community consultation 
Community consultation was undertaken during July and August 2019 to seek feedback on the proposed Master plan 
developments. The consultation process was promoted via social media and local media.  
 
Face-to-face briefing sessions were run with residents in the Kyabram township and at the Park. Briefings were also held 
with Campaspe Shire councillors and DEWLP stakeholders. A survey (online and hard copy) was promoted to the local 
community, with 317 surveys completed. A copy of the consultation survey is in Appendix H.  
 
A consultation summary report was prepared by DEWLP. Overall, there was strong support amongst the community for the 
draft Master plan and the future direction of the Park.  
 
Some of the key themes from the consultation feedback included: 

• Strong support for increasing the number of animals on display; 
• Preference for the focus of the Park to remain on native animals (45% of respondents); 
• Support for developing a nature play area within the park, in addition to the retention of the current playground 

on John Pilley Reserve; 
• The community identified the need to upgrade the cafe and park entrance; 
• Concerns from neighbouring properties about the impact of changes to existing fencing and the location of onsite 

buildings.  
 
KFP will continue to consult with the community throughout the development process.  
 
Project assessment and development stages 
A weighted scoring system was used to assess each Master plan project in order to prioritise them into development stages.  
 
Master plan project assessment criteria: 

1. Address immediate operational need 
2. Revenue generation potential 
3. Potential to drive visitation (new or repeat visitors) 
4. Potential to attract public or private investment 
5. Enhance visitor experience 
6. Community and stakeholder support 

 
Considering the consultation feedback, previous discussions with the COM and the project assessment scores, the proposed 
Master Plan rollout has been broken into three stages.  
 
Stage 1 (project assessment score of 20 or above) 

• Entry + cafe upgrade 
• Education centre upgrade 
• Nature play area 
• Water play area 
• Lake viewing area upgrade 
• Lake View Event Centre and Restaurant 
• Admin office/animal health and wellness centre 

 
Stage 2 (project assessment score of 16 and 19) 

• New exhibits at entry 
• Koala encounter and upgrade exhibit 
• Heritage outpost 
• Reptile house 
• Dingo habitat 
• Flex exhibits 
• River lodge 
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• Off exhibit breeding facilities 
 
Stage 3 (project assessment score of 15 or less) 
Remaining project stages should be re-assessed after stages 1 and 2 have been delivered.  
 
The full project assessment scoring is in Appendix I. 
 
Next steps 
Further work is needed to develop detailed designs and costing estimates of the proposed capital projects in order to 
undertake cost-benefit analysis and calculate the potential return on investment. This will need to be undertaken as a 
separate piece of work in order to meet government grant eligibility requirements.  
 
The COM has undertaken further work to prioritise capital works projects based on the availability of funding, operational 
requirements, construction efficiencies and market drivers.  
 
Cost estimates have been developed for the following projects, which have been nominated as the highest immediate 
priority. 

• Predator proof perimeter fence (full site) - $180K 
• Upgrade town water supply (already funded via DELWP grant) - $35K 
• Entry and cafe upgrade and development of adminstrative offices by conversion of dwelling - $150K 
• Nature play area - $800K 
• Education centre upgrade - $200K 
• Lake viewing area - protective head wall to be completed - $10K 
• Koala exhibit upgrade - $50K 
• Reptile house urgent works/refurbish - $250K 
• Maintenance shop and storage facilities - $100K 
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Appendix 

Appendix A - Animal collection plan projections  
 
Collection Plan Overview 
The collection plan includes those species that Kyabram Fauna Park currently holds, those species recently acquired and 
those species that are yet to be acquired. Some improvements are required to be made to the existing infrastructure of 
some of the animal exhibits and other exhibits are required to be replaced in order to be deemed appropriate for welfare 
standards.  
 
The exotic species detailed below will only be acquired once the current facility is brought up to the required standard and 
that those native animals that can be obtained relatively easy, are acquired. Exotic species such as Meerkat’s and Cotton 
Top Tamarins, which provide significant revenue generating opportunities and drastically improve visitor experience, may 
be acquired earlier dependent on opportunity/availability to acquire and appropriate enclosures to house them. The 
current exhibits which to be retained, are being improved utilising a variety of resources including, grant funds, in-kind 
support from community members and donations from local businesses.  
 
If an animal dies which is marked as ‘maintain’ in the table below, then an animal would be acquired from another wildlife 
institution. Usually, the costs born are purely freight costs which are approximately $50-$200 depending on the size of the 
animal. Obviously if any exotic animals are to be freighted and they are a larger specimen then the cost will reflect this. 
 
Activation of the collection plan will come about depending on infrastructure upgrades, opportunity and availability of 
funding to achieve the acquisitions. Many of the facilities currently in use are to an appropriate standard and will enable 
the Park to acquire some species earlier than others. Those exhibits that are currently vacant, are up to standards but 
previous occupants may have passed away and these animals will be replaced prior to acquiring any exotic species. 
 
At this stage of the Masterplan process, costings are required for new exhibits and will be a significant factor when 
identifying the order of acquisitions. 
  

Common name 
Current 
Collection 
Numbers  

Maintain/Acquire/Surplus Comments  

Kookaburra 0.0.1 Acquire   
Southern Koala 2.1.0 Acquire & Breed    
Tawny Frogmouth 0.0.4 Breed   
Eastern Grass Owl 1.0.0 Maintain   
Boobook Owl 1.0.0 Maintain   
Cunningham's Skink 0.0.8 Surplus and maintain   

Shingleback Lizards 0.0.7 
Surplus and maintain, continue 
to breed   

Freshwater Crocodile 0.0.1 Maintain   
Centralian Carpet Python  0.0.1 Maintain    
Jungle Carpet Python 0.0.1 Maintain   
Lace  Monitor  0.0.1 Maintain    
Common Death Adder 0.0.2 Maintain    
Murray Darling Carpet Python 0.0.1 Maintain/Surplus   
Red-bellied Black Snake 0.0.1 Maintain    
Murray River Short neck 0.0.1 Maintain    
Boyd's Forest Dragon 1.3.0 Maintain   
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Brown Tree Snake 0.0.1 Maintain   
Green Tree Frog 0.0.9 Maintain   
Stimsons Python 0.0.4 Maintain   
Black-headed Python 0.0.1 Maintain   
Hosmer's Skink 0.0.1 Surplus   
Diamond Python 0.0.1 Maintain   
Central Bearded Dragon 0.0.6 Maintain   
Eastern Blue-tongued Lizard 0.0.4 Maintain    
Double-barred Finch 0.0.3 Maintain   
Gouldian Finch 0.0.1 Acquire   
Chestnut-breasted Mannikin 0.0.3 Maintain   
Star Finch 0.0.2 Maintain   
Red-browed Finch 0.0.5 Maintain   
Long-tailed Finch 0.0.23 Maintain/surplus   
Zebra Finch 0.0.1 Acquire   
King Quail 1.1.0 Maintain   
Southern Hairy-nose Wombat 1.0.0 Maintain/acquire   
Common Wombat  1.1.0 Maintain/acquire   
Dingo 2.2.0 Maintain   
Sulphur-crested Cockatoo 1.0.0 Maintain   
Red-tailed Black Cockatoo 2.1.0 Maintain   
Galah 2.2.0 Surplus all except 1   
Major Mitchell Cockatoo 2.1.0 Maintain   
Bush-stone Curlew 2.2.0 Breed and release program   
Satin Bowerbird 1.2.0 Maintain   

Swamp Wallaby 6.4.2 
Maintain/Surplus and acquire 
other wallaby species   

Echidna 0.1.0 Acquire and breed   
Grey-headed Flying Fox 5.3.0 Maintain   
Budgerigar 7.1.0 Maintain/Surplus   
Regent Parrot 5.4.0 Maintain   
Alexandra's Princess Parrot 6.7.0 Maintain   
Superb Parrot 0.0.4 Maintain   
Cockatiel 0.0.1 Surplus   
Australian Ringneck 1.2.0 Maintain   
Bar-shouldered Dove 7.8.0 Surplus   
Crested Pigeon 0.0.32 Surplus   
Eastern Water Dragon 0.0.4 Maintain    
Bush Turkey 1.1.0 Maintain    
King Parrot 3.2.0 Maintain    
Turquoise Parrot 1.1.0 Maintain    
Scarlet-chested Parrot 1.1.0 Maintain   
Blue Bonnet 1.1.0 Maintain   
Bourkes Parrot 1.2.0 Maintain    
Mulga Parrot 2.1.0 Maintain   
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Appendix B - Profit and loss forecast 
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 PROFIT & LOSS FORECAST 2019 2020

Income
Donations  $          17,061.21  $                         -   
Facil ity hire  $            1,090.92  $            7,200.00 
Grants - Capital  $                         -    $          65,000.00 
Grants - Operating  $                         -    $        130,000.00 
Rental income  $                999.90  $            2,400.00 

Sales
Annual memberships  $          22,663.74  $          51,000.00 
Daily admissions  $        175,498.23  $        210,500.00 
Group bookings - education  $          16,405.00  $          35,400.00 
Group bookings - general  $            2,372.28  $            3,600.00 

Total Sales  $        216,939.25  $        300,500.00 
Sponsorship  $          50,674.68  $                         -   
Sales of product income  $                         -    $          47,040.00 
Uncategorised income  $            4,599.12  $            4,599.12 
Workcover - Reimbursements  $          20,547.11  $          12,600.00 

Total Revenue  $        311,912.19  $        569,339.12 
Cost of sales

Cost of sales  $                         -    $          20,000.00 
Total Cost of Sales  $                         -    $          20,000.00 
GROSS PROFIT  $        311,912.19  $        549,339.12 
Expenses

Accountanting and bookkeeping  $            2,639.91  $            3,740.00 
Advertising & marketing  $          10,536.18  $          15,000.00 
Animal food  $          18,245.28  $          11,000.00 
Bank fees & charges  $            2,555.15  $            3,600.00 
BAS expense  $                         -    $          49,000.00 
Cleaning supplies  $                640.87  $            1,800.00 
Contractor Expenses (non salary)  $            1,295.00  $                         -   
Council  rates  $                845.15  $            1,155.00 
Equipment rental  $                         -    $            4,152.00 
Equipment repairs & maintenance  $            1,716.22  $            2,400.00 
Fuels & oils  $            2,230.24  $            2,400.00 
Gas & electricity  $            9,654.20  $          12,000.00 
Insurance  $          11,745.71  $          12,854.00 
Medical costs  $            2,777.20  $            2,431.60 
Motor vehicle expenses  $                877.15  $            1,000.00 
Office expenses  $            1,244.03  $            1,078.55 
Postage & shipping  $                145.46  $                118.18 
Printing, stationary & supplies  $                118.32  $                118.32 
Purchases  $            1,022.73  - 
Repairs & maintenance  $            9,712.90  $          53,000.00 
Salary and wages - staff  $        200,923.85  $        312,000.00 
Subscriptions  $                784.00  $                600.00 
Telephone & internet  $            7,930.08  $            7,800.00 
Training & conferences  $                165.00  $            1,000.00 
Uniforms & PPE  $            1,715.63  $            1,675.48 
Veterinary expenses  $            1,834.84  $            2,500.00 
Waste disposal  $                859.60  $            1,000.00 
Water  $            2,344.80  $            2,344.80 
Workcover expenses  $            5,674.70  $            5,500.00 

Total expenses  $        300,234.20  $        511,267.93 
NET OPERATING INCOME  $          11,677.99  $          38,071.19 
Other income

Interest income  $                382.46  $            2,500.00 
Total Other income  $                382.46  $            2,500.00 
Other Expenses

Other Expense  $            7,135.86  $            6,682.22 
Total Other expenses  $            7,135.86  $            6,682.22 
NET OTHER INCOME -$            6,753.40 -$            4,182.22 
NET PROFIT  $            4,924.59  $          33,888.97 
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Appendix C - Visitor feedback survey 
 
CUSTOMER  
SATISFACTION 
SURVEY 
 
In our continued commitment to  
provide quality customer service  
we would greatly appreciate your feedback.   
 
How did you find out about the Kyabram Fauna Park?  
□ SOCIAL MEDIA  □ WORD OF MOUTH     □ TELEVISION      □ MEMBER 
□ OTHER    
 
What time did you enter & leave the park?   
 
How many people are with you? (Please record adult & child) 
 
 
 

How was your experience with our café staff and animal keeper staff?  
□ POOR               □ AVERAGE                 □ GOOD               □ EXCELLENT 
 
 

How was your experience at our encounters?  
□ D DN’T GO       □ POOR             □ AVERAGE                 □ GOOD               □ EXCELLENT 
 
How would you rate our encounters from your favourite (1) to your lease 
favourite (4) please number the boxes 
□ KANGAROO             □ KOALA                    □ PARROT FEED                  □ REPT LE 
 
Is there anything you would change about the service provided? 
□ NO                   □ YES, I WOULD CHANGE  
 

 

 
Is there anything else you would like to see at Kyabram Fauna Park? 
□ NO                   □ YES, I WOULD CHANGE  
    
 
Thank you for your time in completing this survey. 
 
Please fill in your details below and your survey will go into our barrel. Each month one 
survey will be drawn and the participant will receive a complementary Family Day Pass 
for 2 Adults & 2 Children to Kyabram Fauna Park. 
NAME                                                                         DATE 
ADDRESS     
STATE/COUNTRY                                                  POSTCODE 
EMAIL ADDRESS  
□ YES, I WOULD L KE TO RECEIVE NOTICE OF SPECIAL DEALS & PROMOTIONS 
PLEASE RETURN TO PO BOX 519 
 
YOUR PRIVACY  Kyabram Fauna Park is subject to the provisions of the Privacy Act 1988. Your information is used 
for marketing purposes in an effort to improve our services & facilities. 
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Appendix E - Customer Value Proposition Canvas  
Credit: Customer Value Proposition (CVP) Canvas, Strategyzer AG 

 
CVP - Local young families 

 
 
CVP - Domestic travellers in-region 
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CVP - KFP Members 

CVP - Schools 
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CVP - Internationals 
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Attract group 
bookings  

Develop sales kit and distribute to schools. 
Develop return student offer. 

School groups Ongoing HIGH $0 Customer 
Engagement Officer 

Increased school 
group bookings 

Increase repeat 
visitation 

Develop locals/VFR offer to encourage return visits. 
Run school holiday activities to attract new/repeat 
visitors. 

Local Young 
Families, 
Domestic 
travellers 

Ongoing MED $0 Customer 
Engagement Officer 

Increase 
admissions 
 

Develop 
packages with 
business 
partners 

Collaborate with local attractions/businesses to 
develop a family/grey nomad package.  

Domestic 
travellers 

Year 2 LOW Ticket incentive Customer 
Engagement Officer 

Package bookings 
 

Develop events 
calendar  

Generate news/different experiences to prompt 
visitation (new/repeat visitors) 

Local Young 
Families, 
Domestic 
travellers 

Year 1 HIGH $2,500 GM, Customer 
Engagement Officer 

GA ticket sales 
Cafe/souvenir 
sales 

Attract 
increased 
corporate and 
local 
sponsorship  

Update sponsorship program value proposition and 
promote via website. 

Local Young 
Families 

Year 1 MED $0 Volunteer 
Marketing Support 

Sponsorship 
revenue ($ and in-
kind value) 

Leverage 
existing venue 
facilities for new 
revenue 
opportunities  

Develop functions, venue hire and birthday party 
packages  
 

All Year 1 MED $250 Volunteer 
Marketing Support 

Venue package 
sales 

Re-introduce 
animal adoption 
program  

Update value proposition - promote on website, 
social media, local PR 

Local Young 
Families, 
Domestic 
travellers 

Year 2 MED $0 Volunteer 
Marketing Support 

Value of animal 
adoptions 

Build 
customer 
loyalty 

Update 
membership 
program 

Update member value proposition - add value to 
membership and encourage repeat visitation  
Member specials/discounts 

Local Young 
Families 

Year 1 MED $0 Customer 
Engagement Officer 

New and renewed 
memberships and 
re-engage previous 
members 

Develop a 
customer 
database  

Promote news, events and offers.  
Develop dedicated member communication.  

All Year 1 MED $0 Customer 
Engagement Officer 

Size of customer 
database 
Email open rate 

Manage online 
reputation  

Manage online reviews  
Encourage positive online feedback. Update keeper 
presentations, follow up emails, signage within 
Park.  

All Ongoing MED $0 Customer 
Engagement Officer 

Online review 
ratings and 
comments 
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Appendix H - Master plan consultation survey 
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Street Public Lighting policy 052 

1 of 2 

Street Public Lighting 

Purpose 
To provide the basis for the determination of the level of street lighting in urban areas. 

Policy Statement 
Street lighting shall be provided, within the constraints of Council’s budget to achieve the following minimum 
standards: 

1. New Subdivisions and Developments
The standard of lighting must meet the requirements of the Australian Standard AS. 1158 Public Lighting
Code in all new subdivisions and developments. All new public lighting must incorporate the use of low
energy lighting.

Council is generally guided by the Infrastructure Design Manual which considers these requirements
and should be consulted before submitting plans. Council requires that public lighting is provided on
structures that are classed as “standard” power poles by Powercor. Non-standard power poles will not
be considered. The final decision for the type and layout of lighting remains with Council as the inheritor
of assets once completed.

2. Existing Highly Trafficked Urban Areas
The standard of lighting, meeting the requirements of the Australian Standard AS. 1158 Public Lighting
Code, shall be provided in highly trafficked areas such as commercial shopping areas, adjacent to
hospitals, public buildings and at major intersections in urban areas where it is practical to do and funding
is available.

Although reasonable attempts will be made to replace non-standard poles and fittings with identical
items, their supply or replacement may be limited, too expensive or not available at all. In such
circumstances a standard pole and or fitting will be erected.

3. Existing Other Urban Areas
i. A minimum standard equivalent to one 125 watt mercury vapour light (or low energy equivalent)

is to be provided at each intersection, and the light shall be at a distance of no greater than 10
metres from the edge of the traffic lane in the side (minor) street.

ii. The maximum distance between street lights is to be 130 metres with midblock lights being a
minimum standard equivalent to 80 watt mercury vapour light (or low energy equivalent).

iii. The maximum distance between the end of a court bowl to a streetlight is to be 30 metres.

4. High Risk Areas
Where the low level of street lighting may present a particular risk to pedestrians or vehicular traffic,
additional lighting may be installed. This may occur in areas such as laneways and walkways between
buildings.

Exclusions 
Nil 

Council Policy Number 052 

Date adopted 19 May 2020 

Scheduled for review May 2024 

Attachment 9.4
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Street Public Lighting policy 052 

2 of 2 

Human Rights 
This policy has considered and complies with the Human Rights and Responsibilities contained in the 
Victorian Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006. 

Definitions 
Nil 

Related Legislation 
Nil 

Related Policies, Procedures and Strategies 
Nil 

Attachments 
Nil 

Review Period Responsible officer 
Four years Asset Manager 

Administrative Updates 
It is recognised that, from time to time, circumstances may change leading to the need for minor administrative changes 
to this document. Where an update does not materially alter the policy, such a change may be made administratively. 
Examples include a change to the name of a Council department, a change to the name of a Federal or State Government 
department, and a minor update to legislation which does not have a material impact. However, any change or update 
which materially alters this document must be by resolution of Council. 

Approval History 
Adopted 12 November 1998 Minute Book Reference No 3133 (Item 10.4) 
Revised 8 July 1999 Minute Book Reference No 3737 (Item 12.1) 
Revised 12 September 2000 Minute Book Reference No 4658 (Item 12.1) 
Revised 11 September 2001 Minute Book Reference No 5565 (Item 12.2) 
Revised 13 August 2002 Minute Book Reference No 6305 (Item 12.1) 
Revised 14 October 2003 Minute Book Reference No 7100 (item 12.1) 
Revised 14 September 2004 Minute Book Reference No 7941 (item 12.2) 
Revised 13 September 2005 Minute Book Reference No 9008 (item 12.1) 
Revised 12 October 2006 Minute Book Reference No 10251 (item 9.1) 
Revised 16 October 2007 Minute Book Reference No 11542 (item 9.1) 
Revised 21 October 2008 Minute Book Reference No 12868 (item 9.5) 
Revised 18 August 2009 Minute Book Reference No 14208 (Item 9.1) 
Revised 21 September 2010 Minute Book Reference No 16407 (Item 12.6) 
Revised 18 October 2011 Minute Book Reference No 18261 (item 13.3) 
Revised 19 August 2014 Minute Book Reference No 878 (Item 6.1) 
Revised 20 March 2018 Minute Book Reference No 486 (Item 7.1) 
Revised 19 May 2020 Minute Book Reference No 2059 (Item 9.4) 

Chief Executive Officer: ………………………………………………………………………… 

Date: ………………………………………………………………………… 
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Road Closures policy 069 

1 of 2 

Road Closures 

Purpose 
To provide guidance when Council resolves to discontinue a non-government or a government road. 

Policy Statement 
Council has the power under Schedule 10, Section 3 of the Local Government Act 1989 to discontinue a road 
providing that the provisions of the Local Government Act 1989, Transfer of Land Act 1958, Road Management 
Act 2004 and the Planning and Environment Act 1987 are adhered to. 

In the event the road closed is not a government road, and the resultant land is to be sold then the sale of the 
road will be in accordance with the following. 

The purchaser of the land will pay: 

 Cost of the valuation

 All legal fees incurred by both parties in the transaction

 All Land Surveyor or Title Office costs

 Council’s other costs involved in closing the roadway or selling the property, including staff time and
disbursements

The sale of the resultant freehold land will be consistent with Councils Asset Rationalisation Policy. 

Community groups or not for profit organisations may apply to Council to waive all or part of the administration 
costs incurred by Council in closing the road. Council staff will present this request to Council for their 
consideration as part of the discontinuance process.  

Council will advertise the commencement of the discontinuance process in line with the requirements of the 
Local Government Act 1989. Any submissions made in relation to the process and in relation to the sale of the 
land will be considered by Council. 

Council cannot sell a government road that is discontinued. A discontinued government road will be transferred 
back to the Crown for their use or disposal. Council will request feedback from the Department of Environment, 
Land Water and Planning to determine if there may be any impediment prior to commencing the formal 
discontinuance process. Council agreeing to start the discontinuance process does not commit the Crown to 
sell or leasing the land to the applicant. 

In the event that the road to be closed is a government road, then the discontinuance process will commence 
subject to the following agreements: 

 Any costs associated with determining if there is any impediment to commencing the discontinuance
process be borne by the party requesting the road discontinuance

 All legal fees incurred by both parties in the transaction will be borne by the party requesting the road
discontinuance

 Council’s other costs involved in discontinuing the roadway, including staff time and disbursements

The process of discontinuance is not quick and depending on the outcome of public consultation can take up 
to two years. Applicants need to be aware of the possible timeframe when making an application. 

Exclusions 
Nil 

Council Policy Number 069 

Date adopted 19 May 2020 

Scheduled for review May 2024 
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Road Closures policy 069 

2 of 2 

Human Rights 
This policy has considered and complies with the Human Rights and Responsibilities contained in the Victorian 
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006. 

Definitions 
Discontinued road A road reserve which is permanently closed and available for sale. 

Government road A road reserve that is managed and maintained by Council on behalf of 
the Crown. A road reserve that is owned by the Crown which may be 
opened under Section 407 of the Lands Act 1958. 

Non-Government road A road that is created by the development of land under the Subdivision 
Act 1988. 

Related Legislation 
Lands Act 1958 

Local Government Act 1989 

Local Government Act 2020 

Planning & Environment Act 1987 

Transfer of Land Act 1958 

Road Management Act 2004 

Subdivision Act 1988 

Related Policies, Procedures and Strategies 
Nil 

Attachments 
Nil 

Review Period Responsible officer 
Four years  Assets Manager 

Administrative Updates 
It is recognised that, from time to time, circumstances may change leading to the need for minor administrative changes 
to this document. Where an update does not materially alter the policy, such a change may be made administratively. 
Examples include a change to the name of a Council department, a change to the name of a Federal or State Government 
department, and a minor update to legislation which does not have a material impact. However, any change or update 
which materially alters this document must be by resolution of Council. 

Approval History 
Adopted 26 June 2001 Minute Book Reference No 5346 (Item 10.6) 
Revised 13 August 2002 Minute Book Reference No 6305 (Item 12.1) 
Revised 14 September 2004 Minute Book Reference No 7941 (item 12.2) 
Revised 16 October 2007 Minute Book Reference No 11542 (Item 9.1) 
Revised 18 August 2009 Minute Book Reference No 14208 (Item 9.1) 
Revised 21 September 2010 Minute Book Reference No 16407 (Item 12.6) 
Revised 18 August 2015 Minute Book Reference No 905 (Item 6.2) 
Revised 30 January 2018 Minute Book Reference No 29 (Item 6.2) 
Revised 19 May 2020 Minute Book Reference No 2059 (Item 9.4) 

Chief Executive Officer: ………………………………………………………………………… 

Date: ………………………………………………………………………… 
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Private Assets in Road Reserves policy132 

1 of 4 

Private Assets in Road Reserves 

Purpose 
To define the criteria and requirements under which private assets will be permitted into the road reserve. 

Policy Statement 
Council is responsible for the provision and maintenance of local roads infrastructure. 

All roads have a defined road reserve which is owned or managed by Council under the Local Government 
Act 1989 and the Road Management Act 2004.  Under section 34 of the Road Management Act 2004 Council 
is compelled to manage the use of roads having regard to the principle that: 

”the primary purpose of a road is to be used by members of the public and that other uses are to be 
managed in a manner which minimises any adverse effect on the safe and efficient operation of the 
road.”  

Council must minimise, as far as is reasonably practicable, adverse impacts on the provision of utility services. 
As the road authority, Council co-ordinates the installation of infrastructure. 

It is acknowledged that the use of the road must be considered alongside other factors such as economic 
benefit and social need. This Policy intends to provide a framework to enable such needs to be balanced with 
the protection of the primary purpose of the road. 

Infrastructure within road reserves includes, but is not limited to, the road itself (including formation and sub-
grade), pavement, seal, shoulders, guideposts, table drains or side cuts, culverts and regulatory or 
discretionary road signage. 

Some statutory service providers have rights and obligations outlined in various Acts to install infrastructure in 
road reserves without permission of the road authority. Private individuals and privately owned syndicates / 
cooperatives do not enjoy this right.  

Maintenance obligations are imposed on all owners of infrastructure in a road reserve through the Road 
Management Act 2004 and other Acts including such things as inspection requirements, documentation, 
processes for undertaking works and safety regulations. The vast majority of owners of infrastructure within 
road reserves are statutory service providers. Such bodies have a legislative framework within which they 
operate and access to appropriate levels of insurance coverage should legal proceedings be undertaken 
against them. 

Framework 
Applications to install private assets in road reserves may be submitted by single landowners or a syndicate / 
cooperative of landowners. Council will apply the same principles to either ownership model. 

1. Legal Framework
A legal agreement under either Section 121 of the Road Management Act 2004 or Section 173 of the
Planning and Environment Act 1987will be required to be entered into by each and every beneficiary
landowner prior to approval of works in road reserves. The provision of private assets is usually for the
benefit of the proponent and it is appropriate that obligations should be transferred to the benefitting
entity or person to ensure integrity of the management framework.

The agreement will require:

a. Inspection requirements: For assets installed within collector road reserves, inspections will be
required every six weeks and for assets installed within access road reserves inspections will be
required every 18 weeks. The applicant will need to document the inspections to the satisfaction

Council Policy Number 132 

Date adopted 19 May 2020 

Scheduled for review May 2023 
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Private Assets in Road Reserves policy132 

2 of 4 

of the responsible road authority. At the time of a permit being issued the road designation will be 
identified to the applicant. 

b. Maintenance requirements: includes the execution of all works of any description which are
required to keep the road and installed infrastructure in the state of utility determined in
accordance with the Road Management Act 2004 or any other Act deemed applicable.

c. Public liability insurance of $10,000,000 and noting Council’s interests (or such increased amount
as may be periodically advised in writing by Council) to be held and kept current by the benefitting
landowner all at the benefitting landowner’s cost. Failure to demonstrate ongoing insurance can
lead to a requirement to have the asset removed at owner’s expense.

d. Renewal and reinstatement of the road infrastructure/road reserve in the event of failure to meet
the agreement conditions or should Council determine the infrastructure is no longer required

Syndicate/cooperative ownership models shall require all participating landowners to enter into 
individual agreements with Council. The syndicate/cooperative shall be responsible for ensuring all 
beneficiaries agree to enter into Council’s offered agreement prior to their application and at their own 
cost. 

2. Design Considerations
Council will require any assets within road reserves to be installed "fence to fence" between adjoining
property boundaries and running perpendicular across roads. This limits the impact of construction on
the road reserve while allowing reasonable access to the requesting individual or group. In
circumstances where it is clearly demonstrated that it is not possible to construct the new asset
perpendicularly across the road reserve, a maximum offset of 2 metres, from the perpendicular, will be
accepted. This offset must be clearly marked on site by the use of marker posts located on each fence
line.

Required technical specifications regarding design, annual maintenance, depth, materials and location
requirements will be outlined to the applicant by Council’s Road Services Coordinator.

Assets will be required to be installed underground.

Sharing of Council’s existing or future infrastructure which compromises its intended purpose (such as
culverts) will not be allowed.

Applications to install assets running longitudinally within road reserves will only be approved in
exceptional circumstances. Should such a circumstance exist, and an application is received to install a
privately owned asset longitudinally in a road reserve, permission would only be granted after the
acceptance of the following conditions, including but not limited to:

a. The availability of the corridor within the road reserve between the road reserve fence-line and
the commencement of Council’s road drainage infrastructure. This is the only location where
Council will consent to such privately owned assets being installed.

b. Only the portion of the pipeline affected by the exceptional circumstance will be considered for
inclusion in the road reserve;

c. Applicant enters into a licence at their own cost for use of the part of the road reserve required for
installation of the infrastructure.

d. An annual licence fee will be applied on the basis of the user pays principle and will be determined
annually in Council’s budget.

e. Council will, at its discretion, be able to terminate the licence with a minimum of one months'
notice, with no compensation available to the licensee / lessee;

f. Should Council provide notice under e) the licensee will be required to remove the infrastructure
and reinstate the reserve to Council’s satisfaction, at their own cost.

3. Construction Considerations
Requirements for construction will be outlined in detail during the application process and will be
controlled through the issuing of a Works within Road Reserves Permit.
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4. Existing Longitudinal Assets identified for decommissioning by the Water Authority
Council may be approached by private landowners or syndicates to purchase existing longitudinal
assets within the road reserve owned by the Water Authority and identified for decommissioning.  In
these instances, Council will require (in order of preference):

a. That the Water Authority decommissions the asset and reinstates the road reserve to its original
condition. Council will then accept an application to install an underground privately owned
longitudinal asset to be assessed in accordance with the framework already outlined within this
policy; or

b. The landowner to enter into an arrangement where the Water Authority maintains ownership of
the asset that is in the road reserve; or

The above options are dependent upon an understanding as to the impact of the water asset on the 
safety and function of the road (current and future proposed) and/or Water Authority and Department of 
Sustainability and Environment consent. Council will work through all the above alternatives to seek to 
facilitate an appropriate outcome in these specialised instances. 

5. Ongoing Obligations
Council requires owners to annually provide:

a. Copies of inspection records

b. List of beneficiaries (if syndicate / cooperative); and

c. Certificate of Currency of Public Liability insurance.

Appropriate management frameworks are crucial within road reserves given the risk associated to 
communities and Council should incidents / accidents occur. 

Council will rigorously and proactively ensure that private water assets within road reserves are 
compliant with the principles contained within this policy and will impose penalties under Section 63 of 
the Road Management Act 2004 should it be required. 

Exclusions 
Exclusions are available for letterboxes which are not placed in such a way as to be an unreasonable 
obstruction or road safety risk or are part of a building permit. 

Human Rights 
This policy has considered and complies with the Human Rights and Responsibilities contained in the Victorian 
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006. 

Definitions 
Syndicate / cooperative An association owned, controlled and used by its members to 

undertake a duty or transact specific business. Council will require the 
syndicate / cooperative to be a registered legal entity with the Australian 
Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC). 

Exceptional circumstances the existence of a physical obstacle (buildings, natural structures 
including waterways, rock formations, culturally sensitive land, land with 
significant native vegetation) that prevents access and an alternative 
route is not available; or where all reasonable attempts have been 
unsuccessful in obtaining the necessary consent of a non-beneficiary 
landowner, and a reasonable alternate route within private land is not 
available. The determination of exceptional circumstance will be at the 
sole discretion of the General Manager Infrastructure Services, with 
support provided by the Governance Manager. This assessment is 
required to be balanced with the requirement of Council to protect the 
road reserve as outlined in s.4d of the Road Management Act 2004. 

Section 173 Agreement is a legal contract allowed under s.221 of Road Management Act 2004 
and s.173 of Planning and Environment Act 1987 that outlines rights 
and obligations and is attached to title of private land.  

Road reserves means all of the area of land that is within the boundaries of a road. 
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Statutory service providers authorities empowered under an Act with providing utility services such 
as power, gas, water and telecommunication infrastructure. 

Responsible road authority means the road authority which has operational functions as 
determined in accordance with s.37 of the Road Management Act 2004. 
For the purposes of this policy the responsible road authority is Council. 

User Pays Principle when users pay the full costs of the goods or services they consume. It 
is premised on a principle that those who do not use a service should 
not be obligated to pay for it. Such a principle is most effective when 
the beneficiary aligns exactly with the user.  

Asset a physical component of a facility which has value, enables services to 
be provided and has an economic life of greater than 12 months. 

Asset Owner for the purposes of this Policy the asset owner should be read as an 
Infrastructure Manager as per the Road Management Act 2004. 

Works within Road Reserves permit evidences the final approvals for work that, once received, allows works 
within the road reserve to commence. 

Related Legislation 
Road Management Act 2009 

Local Government Act 1989 

Local Government Act 2020 

Planning and Environment Act 1987 

Related Policies, Procedures and Strategies 
Nil 

Attachments 
Nil 

Review Period Responsible officer 
Three years Asset Manager 

Administrative Updates 
It is recognised that, from time to time, circumstances may change leading to the need for minor administrative changes 
to this document. Where an update does not materially alter the policy, such a change may be made administratively. 
Examples include a change to the name of a Council department, a change to the name of a Federal or State Government 
department, and a minor update to legislation which does not have a material impact. However, any change or update 
which materially alters this document must be by resolution of Council. 

Approval History 
Adopted 18 October 2011 Minute Book Reference No 18278 (item 13.10) 
Revised 18 September 2012 Minute Book Reference No 1265 (Item 4.26) 
Revised 19 August 2014 Minute Book Reference No 885 (Item 6.4) 
Revised 18 August 2015 Minute Book Reference No 905 (Item 6.2) 
Revised 13 September 2016 Minute Book Reference No 830 (Item 6.8) 
Revised 20 March 2018 Minute Book Reference No 486 (Item 7.1) 
Revised 19 May 2020 Minute Book Reference No 2059 (Item 9.4) 

Chief Executive Officer: ………………………………………………………………………… 

Date: ………………………………………………………………………… 
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TEMPORARY ROAD AND STREET CLOSURE 

PURPOSE 

To provide Council with a mechanism to control and regulate temporary street and road closures in the Shire of 
Campaspe, acknowledging interpreting and linking legislation already in place. 

POLICY STATEMENT 

1. Council may approve temporary road closure for community events, tourism, emergency training or exercises,
road maintenance, maintenance of Council infrastructure, maintenance of non-Council infrastructure, repairs
by any authority to ensure public safety and any other circumstances (Emergency ituat ons will be exempt from
this Policy).

2. Council will consider granting approval for temporary road closure only when written application or application
on the prescribed form is made to Council or its Officers.  Applications must be submitted a minimum of three
weeks prior to the proposed closure.

3. Council agrees that no charge will be applicable for the following events, nor any ‘not for profit’ organisations.

Annual: 

Kyabram Bush Market  
Massive Murray Paddle 
Echuca Southern 80 Ski Race  
Riverboats Music Festival 
Anzac Day  
Echuca Clean Up Australia Day  
Melbourne Cup Eve Carnival 
Rushworth Easter Heritage F stival 

Per Event: 

Echuca Car Rallies 
Echuca Fire Brigade Events 
Echuca Bike Races  

Special Events 

Community Events 
Charity Events 
Anzac Day Celebrations 
Tongala Light Horse Reunion 

4. All requests for the reimbursement of fees, other than those listed above, shall be presented to Council for
decision.

EXCLUSIONS 

Nil 

HUMAN RIGHTS 

This policy has considered and complies with the Human Rights and Responsibilities contained in the Victorian Charter 
of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006. 

COUNCIL POLICY NUMBER 036 

Date Adopted 20 March 2018 

Scheduled for review November 2018 
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Chief Executive Officer Employment and 
Remuneration  

Purpose 
To provide direction and guidance on the management of the life cycle of the Chief Executive Officer’s 
employment including recruitment, performance and end of contract processes. 

To provide Terms of Reference for a CEO Employment and Remuneration Advisory Committee. 

Policy Statement 
The Council is responsible for the appointment of the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), determining (with the 
CEO) the CEO’s Performance Plan assessing the CEO’s performance against that plan and determining the 
CEO’s contract conditions including remuneration. 

This policy has been developed to support the requirements of the Local Government Act 2020 relating to 
CEO employment and remuneration. 

Council will carry out its functions relating to the appointment, remuneration and performance appraisal of the 
CEO in accordance with the following best practice principles: 

 Decision-making principles that are fair, transparent and applied consistently;

 Decision-making criteria that are relevant, objective and available to the person subject to the decision;

 Decisions and actions that are conducive to ongoing good governance;

 Documentation that is clear and comprehensive to render decisions capable of effective review;

 Employment decisions that are based on the proper assessment of an individual’s work-related qualities,
abilities and potential against the genuine requirements of the role; and

 Decisions to appoint a new employee are based on merit.

The responsibility for assisting Council with its obligations regarding CEO employment, performance and 
remuneration will be delivered through the CEO Employment and Remuneration Committee. 

1. Establishment of the CEO Employment and Remuneration Committee

1.1 Purpose
Council shall establish a committee to be known as the CEO Employment and Remuneration Committee
(the Committee).

The role of the Committee is to recommend to Council:

1.1.1. A Position Description for the CEO, the appointment of a recruitment consultant and undertake
the recruitment process leading to the recommendation to Council of a preferred candidate for 
the CEO position and a recommended remuneration package;  

1.1.2.  Employment contract conditions (including any agreed modifications to the Position Description) 
and determining the CEO’s initial Performance Plan, 

1.1.3. After assessing the CEO’s performance against that plan, annual remuneration increases and a 
course of action when the CEO’s contract is nearing its end. 

Council Policy Number 175 

Date adopted 19 May 2020 

Scheduled for review May 2024 

Attachment 9.5
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1.2 Membership 

Membership of the Committee will comprise the following: 

 The Mayor, who will be the Chairperson  

 Three (3) Councillors. 

 An independent member with extensive executive human resources experience. 

1.3 Recruitment, Duties, Term and Remuneration of the Independent Member 
The independent member will be appointed by Council following a public process seeking Expressions 
of Interest from suitably qualified and experienced candidates to fill the position of independent member 
of the committee. The independent member will have: 

 Human resource qualifications and demonstrated management skills, senior business experience 
(including Local Government) and/or an employment law background; 

 Demonstrated ability in relation to executive level performance appraisal, professional 
development and remuneration; 

 Significant experience working with Executives and Board Members in a similar professional 
advisory role. 

The Independent member will be appointed for a term of three years.  

At the conclusion of the three-year term, the member will be eligible to apply to be reappointed at the 
discretion of Council for a second three-year term.  

A maximum of two 3 year terms may be served.  

Duties of the independent member are to actively participate in the Committee’s six monthly review of 
the CEO’s performance against the agreed annual performance plan. 

Independent member remuneration will be based on a sitting fee per meeting, in line with Victorian 
Government guidelines for like committees and will be paid within 30 days of attendance at the meeting.  

Travel costs will be reimbursed in accordance with ATO allowances. 

1.4 Meetings 

The committee will meet twice per year.  
A quorum will consist of the Chairperson plus two (2) other members.  

A quorum must be reached in order to transact business. 

1.5 Role 
The Committee’s role is to assist and advise the Council on matters including: 

 Appointment of a recruitment consultant to advise the Committee throughout the recruitment and 
appointment process of a new CEO. 

 Recruitment of the CEO or a person to act as the CEO, while awaiting the appointment of the 
CEO. 

 CEO remuneration and other contractual conditions of employment. 

 An on boarding program for the new CEO. 

 CEO contract finalisation. 

 An agreed Performance Plan with and for the CEO. 

 Monitoring the CEO’s performance against the requirements of the position, and the agreed 
performance plan, at six (6) monthly intervals. 
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1.6 Administrative support 
Secretarial and logistical support for the committee will be provided by the Office of the CEO. 

The Human Resources Manager will provide (on request) information, advice and arrange training for 
committee members.  

2. Process 
This policy sets out Council’s directions to the Committee for the conduct of its functions. 

2.1 Process for the Recruitment of the CEO  
Independent Professional Advice 

In accordance with Council’s procurement policy and with the assistance of the Human Resources 
Manager, seek and appoint a nationally recognised recruitment consultant to: 

 manage and assist in the process of selecting suitable candidates and managing interviews for 
the position of CEO.  

 provide advice on remuneration. 

 provide advice on contract conditions. 

 provide advice on a performance plan for the probation period. 

A track record of successful CEO appointments should be the main criteria for appointment of the 
recruitment consultant. 

2.2 Recruitment and appointment process 
Undertake preparation work 

In conjunction with the consultant, the Committee will develop and agree upon: 

 The key factors that the Consultant should consider when preparing a list of candidates to be 
recommended for the Committee to interview. 

 Remuneration and other employment conditions based on industry benchmarks, any statement 
of wages policy issued by the Government of Victoria and any Determination that is in effect under 
Section 21 of the Victorian Independent Remuneration Tribunal and Improving Parliamentary 
Standards Act 2019. 

 Remuneration arrangements that should be sufficient to attract, retain and motivate senior 
executives of the quality required, while not paying more than is necessary for this purpose.  

Arrangements will include: 

 Contract of employment for up to five years. 
 Total remuneration package (includes salary, cost to employer of motor vehicle, 

superannuation and other employment benefits, all to include associated fringe benefits 
tax). 

 A probationary period of six (6) months. 
 Assessment for annual remuneration increases based on performance and prevailing 

industry standards.  

 Termination of contract provisions; by the Council or CEO. 

 Key accountabilities of the role; succinct statements about the most important things upon which 
the CEO will have to focus. 

 Selection criteria based on the key accountabilities.  

 A search and selection process and timeframe including: 

 Candidate application material including an information package comprising a position 
description, a model contract, information about the area, the Council Plan and an annual 
report.  

 A candidate identification strategy including advertisements in at least one leading 
recruitment website, the Council website, social media and relevant newspapers for an 
appropriate period of time. 
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 Methods of applicant evaluation. 

 An executive psychological profiling tool used/endorsed by the Government of Victoria. 

 Public relations activities. 

2.3 The Committee will seek Council approval of preparatory work once completed. 
Then, in conjunction with the consultant: 

 Oversee the development of the candidate pool by the consultant, providing feedback on the 
quality of candidates being identified. 

 Review the consultant’s report on the candidate pool and make decisions regarding which 
candidates should be carried forward to interviews by the committee. 

 The committee will interview the leading five to eight candidates identified by the consultant and 
select/refer the final 3 candidates for short list interviews with the full Council. 

 Once the preferred candidate is determined by the full Council, with the support of the consultant, 
negotiate the terms of employment within the general framework and policies of the Council. 

 Ensure, through the consultant, that all candidates are updated on the outcome of the process. 

 Develop and recommend to the Council an on boarding program for the new CEO. 

2.4 CEO Performance Review and Planning Process 
The Council is responsible for determining the CEO’s Performance Plan (with the CEO), assessing the 
CEO’s performance against that plan and determining the annual remuneration package for the CEO.  

But following the CEO’s appointment, the Committee’s role is to: 

 prepare a draft annual performance plan (with the CEO) for Council’s consideration,  

 seek advice on remuneration benchmarks from a nationally recognised recruitment consultant 
while taking into account any legislative requirements,  

 seek advice (if required) on facilitation and criteria for performance plan and review from a 
nationally recognised recruitment consultant,  

 conduct the performance review of the CEO and make recommendations to Council on matters 
including whether: 

 the CEO meets the performance plan criteria. 
 to vary performance plan criteria, remuneration, or other terms and conditions of the 

contract. 

The Committee will: 

 Ensure that the CEO is consulted and advised of the process. 

 In consultation with the CEO, identify and agree the performance plan goals and activities that 
the CEO should work towards achieving over a 12-month period. 

 Ensure that the CEO submits a Performance Plan report and is given the opportunity to present 
his/her self-assessment to the Council. 

 Ensure all Councillors are invited to provide comments of appraisal of the CEO’s performance to 
the Committee. 

 Attend to the collection and collation of Councillor feedback in relation to the CEO’s performance 
as measured against the performance plan approved by Council. 

 Review the CEO’s remuneration package as a component of the annual review in accordance 
with contract conditions. 

 Provide feedback to the CEO about their performance and proposed outcome of the remuneration 
review. 

 Report to Council seeking decisions on outcomes of the review process in relation to: 

 the CEO’s achievement of the Performance Criteria; 
 any proposed variation in remuneration; 
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 agree in relation to the setting of the performance plan for the measurement of the CEO’s 
performance for the next 12-month period; 

 agree with the CEO on a personal and professional development plan for the next 12-
month period; 

 whether any options of the CEO’s contract should be exercised in accordance with the 
contract. 

2.5 End of Contract 
The Committee will be responsible for advising the Council on its options when various end of contract 
clauses come into effect. 

The Committee may seek independent professional advice, if required, to ensure that it is meeting its 
obligations relating to contract expiry. 

Exclusions 
Nil  

Human Rights 
This policy has considered and complies with the Human Rights and Responsibilities contained in the Victorian 
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006. 

Definitions 
The Act  Local Government Act 2020 

CEO Chief Executive Officer 

Contract Chief Executive Officer Employment Contract 

Council Campaspe Shire Council 

Councillor Mayor or Councillor as defined by the Act 

Independent member Suitably qualified and experienced HR professional who is not a 
Councillor or Officer of a Council and is a voting member of the 
Committee 

Recruitment Consultant Nationally recognised consultant with specialist expertise in sourcing 
and evaluating candidates for senior executive roles 

Remuneration Salary and salary equivalents 

Related Legislation 
Local Government Act 1989 and Local Government Act 2020 

Victorian Independent Remuneration Tribunal and Improving Parliamentary Standards Act 2019. 

Related Policies, Procedures and Strategies 
Council Policy 126 - Procurement 

Attachments 
Nil 

Review Period Responsible officer 
Four years  Human Resources Manager 

Administrative Updates 
It is recognised that, from time to time, circumstances may change leading to the need for minor administrative changes 
to this document. Where an update does not materially alter the policy, such a change may be made administratively. 
Examples include a change to the name of a Council department, a change to the name of a Federal or State Government 
department, and a minor update to legislation which does not have a material impact. However, any change or update 
which materially alters this document must be by resolution of Council. 
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Approval History 
Adopted 19 May 2020 Minute Book Reference No 2062 (Item 9.5) 
 

 

 

Chief Executive Officer ____________________________________ 

 

Date  ____________________________________ 
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Campaspe Shire Council

INCOME STATEMENT

For the period ended 31 March 2020

Note 5 - A number of investments are still earning reasonable interest rates as they were taken out prior to rates falling. Due to 

the closure of a number of Councils services impacted by COVID 19 revenue will decrease, this will require investment funds to 

be recalled for cashflow purposes. This will impact future interest income.

Note 6 - A number of vacancies across the organisation have resulted in a saving in employee expenses.

Note 7 - Timing of receipt and payment of  Waste contractor invoices, $163k.

Timing of tree maintenance works are difficult to predict when setting the budget, the full program will be completed by years end, 

$186k. 

Plant and fleet maintenance and fuel costs under budget by $276k, there may be permanent savings on fuel cost dependent on 

what occurs in the world oil market but the maintenance side will balance out over the year.

Maintenance across roads, drainage and kerb and channel is less than budget year to date, $309k, it is expected that this will be 

on track by year end.

The expenses that relate to various services closed due to COVID19 are down inline with income.

Note 8 - Assets that have become fully depreciated at year end have reduced the depreciation expense, a number of these assets 

will be in the backlog of work in progress to be capitalised. Once capitalised, these assets will commence depreciating and impact 

on the depreciation expense and the current favourable variance is likely to reverse.

Note 9 - Continuing interest rate reductions are impacting favourably on variable rate loans.

Note 10 - $300k unbudgeted sale of lots in Henderson Rd and Finlay Rd Tongala. Sales of industrial land have not been finalised 

as expected when the budget was set.

Note 4 - The impact of service closures due to COVID 19 has impacted some revenue streams in this quarter eroding the 

favourable results that had been occurring over prior periods. The current favourable variance is due to a rent adjustment for a 

council property that has been raised, this has not been paid to date.
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Campaspe Shire Council

BALANCE SHEET

As at 31 March 2020

Note 7 - Timely payment of invoices as they are received ensures that the balance in trade payables is less than budget. The budget is 

calculated on a percentage of the total materials and services budget.

Note 8 - Borrowings that were budgeted to occur in the 2018/19 budget ($1.8 mill) and accounted for in the 2019/20 budget were not taken 

up as the funds were not required at the time due to project delays. 

Note 9 - This receipt of bonds is difficult to predict and as a result the budget is set using what the balance is at the time, a number of 

bonds have been repaid this year.

Note 10 - A number of long term employees have resigned and newer employees have moved into the current provision category resulting 

in a reduction of the non-current provision. Employees with large annual leave balances are being actively managed to reduce the balance, 

this resulted in a reduction of provision required.

Note 6 - Revaluation of the water rights for the 2018/19 financial year have resulted in an increase in the value of these assets.

Note 5 - Carryover of 2018/19 capital works program projects impact this result, if the full program had been delivered then the actual value 

of property, infrastructure, plant and equipment would be greater, this is assumed when setting the budget.

Note 3 - Actuals only include prepayments, budget takes into account an allowance for accrued revenue, this has not been required as all 

income relevant to the quarter was entered into the ledger prior to the month being closed.

Note 4 - A number of properties that had been classified as investment properties have been removed from this class as they are now used 

for community purposes.

Note 1 - It is difficult to budget the exact cash position when setting the budget as the timing of invoice payment is not known and excess 

funds are invested, this is not considered when setting the budget.

Note 2 - A greater amount of funds have been available to invest due to capital works not being completed in the year budgeted.
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Campaspe Shire Council

CASH FLOW STATEMENT

For the period ended 31 March 2020

Note 9 - Expected cash spend on capital works has not been realised year to date, this will likely change as the year progresses and many contracts 

start to reach milestone payment points.

Note 10 - The movement in the investment portfolio is difficult to predict when setting the budget as this is driven by cash flow requirements at any 

given time.

Note 11 - Budget only considered the sale of industrial land not other land and building sales, the actual income is from the sale of the Golden Cow 

site.
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Campaspe Shire Council

STATEMENT OF CAPITAL WORKS

For the period ended 31 March 2020

Note 13 - Works at the Animal Shelter are on track to be completed in the last quarter of the financial year.

Note 14 - Echuca Holiday Park shade sail renewal will be completed in the last quarter of the financial year.

Note 12 - The Basketball Stadium solar installation is ongoing and works on the Rushworth Hall will commence in the last quarter of the 

financial year.

Note 15 - Design consultants have been engaged to do the design for the Aquatic reserve/Onion Patch, this will allow a business case to 

be written to support applications for funding, this project will have savings of $200k.

Note 6 - Commencement of work on the renewal of irrigation systems across parks and gardens in the shire has been delayed due to 

further investigations taking place regarding the use of mains water or bore water. These works have now commenced.

The demolition of the Kow Swamp toilets is currently subject to final approvals.

Note 10 - Problems with the compliance of the slip has delayed works on the PS Pevensey, when the slip is compliant these works will 

commence.

Note 7 - Delays in a number of projects commencing have impacted this result, these include the Lockington Recreation Reserve storage 

facility and Breen Avenue walking cycling trail.

Note 11 - There have been delays in replacing some plant items due to availability of supply.

Note 4 - Annual footpath renewals works are on schedule to be completed in the 2019/20 financial year due to better planning undertaken 

in the latter part of 2018/19.

Note 9 - There have been delays in acquiring the appropriate permits before works could commence.

Note 8 - The Toolleen Axedale project has been cancelled due to not securing grant funding at this time. Wanalta Corop road has been 

delayed due to the scope being revised and agreement now being reached with the funding body. Rushworth streetscape has been delayed

due to Goulburn Murray Water's requirements regarding the clearance distances required for water mains necessitating the scope and 

design to be revised.

Note 5 - Delays in obtaining the appropriate approvals have impacted the commencement of work on Murray Esplanade Retaining wall, 

these works are now due to commence in the last quarter of the year. Extension works on the  Echuca Council offices have been 

cancelled.
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